
In the name of God, The Gracious, Ever Merciful ! 

  

Ansar Raza Sahib, 

Assalam O Alaikum W. W. ! 

You are misguiding many people by saying again and again that Hazrat Abdul 
Ghaffar Sahib (atb) has asked his (atb) followers not to talk to Ansar Raza.  

All I can say is "lanat ullah hay  illal kazay been". 

I can assure you again like many times before that no one on this earth was asked by 
Hazoor (atb) not to talk to you or any Murabbi or Maulvi sahib of Jamaat 
Ahmadiya or Anjuman Ishat-e-Islam Lahore. 

Hazoor (atb ) and this ajiz have given reply to your question many times and as a 
matter of fact you, yourself, are ignoring to this verse of Quran (al-Nisa ver. 116) by 
rejecting a Promised Messenger of Allah who was prophesied by Aanhazrat (sw) 
and then by Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as). You are disobedient of Allah (“fasiq”)and His 
not only one Rasool but two Rusal. And the last destination of a “fasiq” (disobedient 
of Allah) is Jahanam (Hell). Where “fasiqeen” will pay the price for these "Fisq O 
Fajoor" . And no office bearer will be able to save you there. Will they ???? 

Not only you are rejecting this “Mamoor Minallah” who was prophesied by 
Aanhazrat (sw) and then by Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) you will now reject every 
single messenger of Allah in future because you and your "Kajrow" nizam has 
created beliefs of Khatmay Nabowat (with a little twist in it that messenger can only 
come from these khulfa) in your brains by giving self made higher status to these 
“Intikhabi Khulfa” over  Mamooreen Minallah or messengers of Allah. Some times I 
think you are worst than Yahood because at least they are waiting for some one 
(which already came 1400 years ago but they could not recognize him (sw)). But you 
have closed your doors for this blessing of Allah ( not only theoretically but 
practically as well). 

Ansar Ji, I told you earlier as well that I am very much afraid that your next 
generations will also become “Fasiqeen” because they will get these non-Quranic 
beliefs from you. May Allah save them all. Aamin ! 

 

Finally my challenge to you is that if you want us to prove it in front of all the 
Ahmadis that you are disobedient of Allah, Muhammad Rasool Lullah (sw) and 
Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) then ask your Canada Jamaat or your hazoor Janab 
Mirza Masroor Sahib to arrange an international "Munazra" and we will be there 



to prove this fact and at the same time we will also disclose your frauds and your 
many "Dajjal". 

Our two conditions will be to hold this "Munazra" in public gathering and telecast it 
and make it available to a common Ahmadis. Second condition will be that it should 
be your official team of ulma appointed by your Khalifa Sahib and topics will be as 
Hazoor (atb) announced in his (atb) Friday sermon delivered on Jan. 10, 2014.  

Bring your top three ulma and we will bring our three people to decide it in the light 
of Quran, Ahadith and Ilhamaat -e-Maseh wa Mehdi (as). Let's do it !! This 
was sunat of Aanhazrat (sw) and Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as). 
 
And by the way you never answered my questions I asked you several time in my 
previous emails but always changed the topics. All the readers of these emails are 
witnessing it.  
 
Do not run away! If you really believe that you are true believers of Hazrat Imam 
Mehdi (as) then come out to have this international debate. Will you act on sunat of 
Aanhazrat (sw) and sunat of Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) ????? If not then why not 
????? 
 

Again, Ansar Ji, stop lying that we are not ready to talk to you and Mullah like you. 
We are ready all the time to disclose your frauds and “Dajjals” you did with simple 
and innocent Ahmadis. Would you like to try according to our very simple two 
conditions mentioned above??????  
 
Wassalam, 

Syed Maulood Ahmed 

Toronto, Canada 

12.01.2014 
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